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Romania, 2016 min. Director Daniel Sandu Producer Ada Solomon Screenplay Daniel Sandu Image copyright Indie Sales DOP George Dascalscu Starring Stefan Janku, Vlad Ivanov, Ali Amir, Toto Dumitrescu, Christian Botha, Julia Alexandra Dino Production HI Film Productions Romania, now. 15-year-old Gabriel wants to become a priest. Thus, he
entered the Orthodox college. Trying to fit in first, but finally realizing the system is completely damaged and abusive, he quickly with 3 other classmates labeled as rebel school board students. Caught in a power struggle between an incorruptible but abusive priest and a cunning, crooked and unscrupulous secular teacher, students learn that lying, stealing,
deceit, gambling and betrayal are what they must master to get out of seminary. What priests will they do after spending several years in this system? HONORS 2018 Gopo Awards (Romania) - 8 awards, including prizes for best feature film, Best Director, Best First Feature Film, Best Cinematography, Best Screenplay, Best Actor and Best Supporting Actor
for Transylvania IFF (Romania) - People's Choice Award for Best Romanian Film about DIRECTOR 2016 One Step Behind Seraphim 2014 Cai putere VIDEO 15/09/2017 - Daniel Sandu explores a compelling, idiosyncratic, who comments on what it takes to become a priest in RomaniaTefan Janku in one step behind SeraphimAfter, studying for five years in
an Orthodox theological seminary as a teenager, Daniel Sandu chose for a career change. And that's a good thing, because otherwise, apart from some compelling sermons, we wouldn't have the opportunity to try his talent for storytelling: directly inspired by the director's experience in seminary, his first feature, One Step Behind Seraphim (see also:
trailerinterview: Daniel Sandufilm's profile), creates a compelling, idiosyncratic and unnerving world that comments on what it takes to become a priest in Romania. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) The story is told from the perspective of Gabriel (zekfan Janku), who arrives on the campus of the seminary on the first day of school. This is the
1990s, when Romania is desperately grappling with the economic challenges of the transition to democracy. In this context, becoming a priest, community leader, is seen as a springboard for the future, as people will always be born, married and eventually die, with the priest always receiving his fee for his service. Under constant pressure, Gabriel must face
not only the problems of the curriculum, but also the influence of his father Ivan (Vlad Ivanov, in his trademark villainous moods), whose petty plans and lack of remorse will become a continuous torment for Gabriel and his Sandu effectively moves through the generous contrasts of the seminary world. Students Students considered seraphic, but they are
pure as celestial beings, do they take their nickname off? It's far from true. Even if his biggest flaw is that he can't decide between being a seminary thriller and a classic coming-of-age story, One Step... deftly explores the gulf between theory and practice in a world where posture, pretense, false piety - rather than vocation - are the norm. One of the steps
behind Seraphim is ultimately the story of betrayal - betrayal of dreams, betrayal of friends and betrayal of expectations. Seminary is not a place where souls soar, but a place where they are crushed. With some impressive acting from his young cast (Janku is surrounded by the talented Ali Amir, Alfred Wegeman, ztefan Mihai, Nico Becker and others who
may soon make a name for themselves in Romanian cinema), Sandu accurately shows how the light slowly fades from the confident, hopeful look of his characters. Unfortunately, the film would have benefited from another betrayal: the betrayal of the past. Sandu tends to show too much of what happened during his seminary years, making his script gain
unnecessary weight from repetitive, irrelevant, overly predictable sequences. However, his invitation to the world of seraphim should not be denied. Regardless of the differences between the viewer and the main school life, these years are universally composed of rules, homework, hormones and evil. One step... also offers some of the best one-liners in
Romanian cinema and a non-to-be-missed confession scene that should incite a roar of laughter. One step behind Seraphim was produced by Hi Film Productions and is now in Romanian cinemas, courtesy of microFILM. The film is being handled internationally by Indie Sales. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) Page 218/09/2017 TORONTO 2017: Call Me by Your Name Luca Guadagnino came second at the meeting, while Clio Barnard's Dark River received a special mention of The Three Billboards outside Ebbing, Missouri Martin McDonaghAlridi highly praised, By British writer-director Martin McDonagh's witty drama Three Billboards Missouri (see also: Movie Profile Review)
captured the heart of the audience and walked home with the Grolsch People's Choice Award at the 42nd Festival in Toronto Film, which features one of the year's best female performances by Frances McDormand, received a $15,000 cash prize during the closing ceremony at TIFF Bell Lightbox, hosted by Pierce Processing, CEO and Director of TIFF, and
Cameron Bailey, artistic director of the gathering. (Article continues below - Commercial information) The first runner-up in the section was a biopic about Olympic figure skater Tonya Harding, I, Tonya, directed by Craig Gillespie, while the second was a well-traveled festival favorite Call Me By Your Name (see also: movie review:Luca Guadagninofilm profile)
by Italian director Luca Guadagnino. As for the documentaries, Agnes Varda and JR's Heart-Warm Faces, Places (see also: movie profile review) has awakened the attention of the audience. Canadian rock icons Tragically Hip's final tour was the subject of the first runner-up, Long Time Running, directed by Jennifer Baichwal and Nicholas De Pencier, while
Morgan Spurlock's food paper sequel Super Size Me 2: Holy Chicken! took third place. In the competition section Platforma, which includes 12 films from around the world and the famous author's film, an international jury consisting of famous filmmakers Wim Wenders, Chen Kaige and Malgorzata Sumskaya, unanimously awarded the Australian Western
Sweet Country of Warwick Thornton. A special mention was given to Dark River (see also: film review: profile of Clio Barnardfilm) by British director Clio Barnard. The jury noted: This film, deeply rooted in the Yorkshire countryside, convinced us how his characters and actors, his photographs, his story and his sense of place were all so much one, so utterly
believable and controlled, that we were completely accepted by him. The FIPRESCI jury, led by Jonathan Rosenbaum and including Robert Dowdelin, Martin Horina, Yvonne Pinto, Marietta Steinhart and Jim Slotek, awarded the AVA by Iranian director Sadaf Foroughi from the Discovery and Motive section see. also: review of the filmtrailerinterview: Manuel
Martin Cuencafilm profile of Spaniard Manuel Martin Cuenca. The Asia Pacific Film Promotion Network (NETPAC) awarded The Great Buddha to Huang Xin-Yao from Taiwan. Finally, the best Canadian feature film award went to Robin Obert's arthouse horror flick Les Affam's and honorably mentions another director of quebec, Simon Lavoie, for his Little
Girl, which was too fund matches. The 43rd Toronto International Film Festival will be held from September 6 to 16, 2018. Here's the full list of winners at the 42nd Toronto International Film Festival: People's Choice AwardWinnerThree Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri (see also: profile film reviewtrailerfilm) - Martin McDonagh (USA/UK) 1st Runner-up,
Tonya - Craig Gillespie (USA) 2nd Second Place MeCall By Your Name (see. also: Movie Review: Luca Guadagninofilm Profile) - Luca Guadagnino (Italy /France) People's Choice Award DocumentaryWinnerFaces, Places (see also: movie profile review) - Agnes Varda, JR (France) 1st Runner Time Run - Jennifer Baichwal, Nicolas De Pencier (Canada) 2nd
runner-up - Morgan Spurlock (USA) People's Choice Award MadnessWinnerBodied - Joseph Kahn (USA) 1st Runner-up Priest of Disaster - James Franco (USA) 2nd Runner-up in Cell Block 99 - Craig Saler (USA) Toronto Platform PrizeSweet Country - Warwick Thornton (Australia) Special mentionDark River review: Clio Barnardfilm Profile - Clio Barnard
AwardsDiscoveryAVA - Sadaf Foroughi (Iran/Canada/Katar) Special PresentationSPred-cooking (see also: Film Review: Manuel Martin Cuencafilm Profile) - Manuel Martin Cuenca (Spain/Mexico) NETPAC AwardThe Great Buddha - Huang Xin-Yao (Taiwan) Best Canadian Feature FilmLes Affam's - Robin Which Was Too Foundation Matches - Simon
Lavoie (Canada) Best Canadian First Feature FilmLuk' Luk'l - Wayne Wapeemukwa (Canada) Best Short FilmDay - Nicky Lindroth von Bahr (Sweden) Honourable mentionsThe Tesla World Light - Matthew Rankin (Canada) 1 Tender Night - Xiao Cheng Er Yue (China/France) Best Canadian Short FilmPre-Drink - Marc-Antoine Lemir (Canada) (Article
Continues Below - Commercial Information) Page 318/09/2017 - After featuring heavily on the list of nominees , it is not surprising that the fourth film by Fien Troch dominates the eighth Ensors Awards ceremony of Fien Troch and her film Home (see also: film review: Fien Trochfilm profile) left ostend on Saturday night clutching at least six awards from the
eighth annual ensors awards ceremony. Troch was awarded the Grand Prix for best film, and also won the prize for best director. Impressive natural performances by newcomers have contributed greatly to the film's success, with three young newcomers Loic Bellemans, Mistral Guidotti and Sebastian Van Dan co-winner of the award for Best Actor and
young Lena Suijkerbuijk winning the Best Actress nomination. The film focuses on parents who are often forced to fight in vain against teenage angst to maintain some semblance of order, no matter how fragile it may be. A thoroughly chilling performance from actress Els Deceukelier won her award for Best Supporting Actress. Nico Leinen, Fien Troch's
faithful companion behind the editing bench, won the award for best editing. After a very successful year, the film comes full circle at Ensors after starting his journey just a year ago in Venice, where Fien Troch won the prize for best director in the Horizons section. (Article continues below - Commercial information) Other notable films included Peter
Monsert's Flemish Sky (see also: review of the film Trailerinterview: Profile of Peter Monsertfilm) and The Belgian King (see also: film review: Jessica Woodworth, Peter Br... film profile Peter Brosens and Jessica Woodworth. and Wim Vilaert won the award for Best Supporting Actor, both for the King of the Belgians. Fantastic duo Brosens and Woodworth
won the award for Best Screenplay for their royal (and somewhat bonkers) fable. The award for best debut film went to young director Natalie Tairlink for her first feature film ,s Last Imperfect (see also: trailer: Natalie Tairlinkfilm's Profile). The best co-production with the Netherlands went to Martin Coolhoven's Brimstone (see also: review of A: Martin
Koolhovenfilm profile), while the award for best coprod with Wallonia went to The Wedding of Stefan Strecker See. also: film review: The Profile of Stephen Streckerfilm. Ensors 2017 Winners: Best Home Film (see also: Movie Review: Fien Trochfilm Profile) - Fien Troch Best Director Fien Troch - Home Best Screenplay Jessica Woodworth and Peter
Brosens - King of the Belgians (see also: film review: Jessica Woodworth, Peter Br... profile film (Belgium/Bulgaria) Best Actor Sebastian Van Doon - Home Best Actress Lena Suijkerbuijk - Home Best Supporting Actor Wim Willart - Flemish Sky (see also: Film Review: Peter Monsaertfilm Profile) Best Supporting Actress Els Deceukelier - Home Best
Supporting Actor David Williamson - Flemish Sky Best Natalie Teirlinck's debut - Past Imperfect (see also: trailerinterview: Natalie Teirlinckfilm Profile) (Belgium/Netherlands/Denmark ) Best Soundtrack by Brent Vanneste - My First Highway (see also: profile film reviewtrailerfilm) (Belgium/Netherlands) Best Art Director Kurt Loyens - Storm (see also. : Profile
Trailer Film) (Netherlands/Belgium/Luxembourg) Best Editing by Nico Leven - Home Best Costumes by Christophe Pidre and Florence Scholtes - Souvenir : trailerfilm Profile (Belgium /Netherlands) Special rendition of Lina El-Arabi - Wedding (see also: film reviewtrailerinterview: Stefan Streckerfilm profile) (Belgium / France / Luxembourg/ Pakistan) Best film
- Geert Jan Bui Best Co-Production with netherlands Brimstone (see also: film review: Martin Koolhovenfilm profile) - Martin Koolhoven (Netherlands/ France/ UK/Sweden/Sweden/Belgium/Germany) Best Co-production with Wallonia Wedding - Stefan Strecker (Article continues below - Commercial Information) (Translated from French)Page 418/09/2017
Marine Vakt and Nauel Perez Biscaillard star in the adaptation of the novel Halfway House, from French first-time director Joan ChemlaThe Platform section of the Toronto International Film Festival played to the world premiere of the artistic debut of French director Joan Chemla. If you've seen his heart (see also: trailerfilm profile) it's the story of a couple of
lovers who find each other in a motel run by the local mafia, and the loneliness and self-destruction that devastates them both. Unfairly accused in the death of his best friend Costel (Nauel Perez Biscayart), Daniel (Gael Garcia Bernal) is expelled from his gypsy community, hiding a place in one of the most famous risky motels in the city. There he meets a
fragile woman (Marine Vacth) and becomes consumed with a desire to possess and protect her. Going almost exclusively within the walls of the institution, which serves as a refuge for the most degenerate rogues and vagrants, If you have seen his heart is a kind of Bukowski-esque portrait of those on a mission of self-destruction within this infernal
microcosm. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) This dark cinematic adaptation of The Halfway House, a 1987 novel by Cuban writer Guillermo Rosales, chooses an intriguing fusion of genres. Something between film noir and romantic melodrama, the aesthetics of the approach If you saw his heart reminiscent of Wong Kar-Wai in the mood for
love and 2046 (see also: trailerfilm profile). Like Wong before him, Joan Chemla portrays love rising from the flames of this earthly poverty as an antidote that will ease the guilt of tormenting two lovers. Gael Garcia Bernal shines like never before as the hero of this tragic tour de force, the quest for a man willing to pay any price to lay his past to rest. If you
saw his heart was produced by Nord-Ouest Films. MK2 Films International is engaged in international sales. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) (translated from Spanish) Page 518/09/2017 - TORONTO 2017: French author Xavier Beauvois delivers a low-key drama about the impact of World War I on women who are left behind, dominated
by rising star Iris Brie in PerformanceIris Bry in The GuardiansXavier Beauvois made his directorial breakthrough in 1995 with Don't Forget You're Going To Die, winning the jury prize in Cannes. His biggest international success will come 15 years later when Gods and Men (see also: review of the film reviewtrailerinterview: Xavier Beauvoisfilm profile)
returned home from Cannes with the Grand Prix. His seventh feature film, The Guardians, See. also: trailerinterview: Xavier Beauvoisfilm Profile, was its world premiere as a special presentation at the 42nd Toronto International Film Festival. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) Located in rural France, the narrative follows the saga of the
Paridier family, beginning in 1915, shortly after the outbreak of World War I, and lasts until the end of it. Matriarch Hortense (Natalie Baye) is responsible for running on the family farm, since all the male members - her sons, Constant (Nicholas Giraud) and George (Cyril Descours), and her son-in-law Clovis (Olivier Rabourdin) - were sent to the front, and she
stayed with her pregnant daughter Solange (Laura Smet), who is in charge of the kitchen. Hortense needs help to work in the fields, and she finds a new farmer, Francine (Iris Brie), who is as good as a man for the harvest. Francine will prove useful, and in addition to her effectiveness in the field, she will become an indispensable member of paridiers.
Everything will change after she meets George, as their mutual attraction will lead to a long-distance epistolary relationship when he returns to the battlefield. But things will have a dramatic turnaround when Americans turn around in the village. Based on Ernest Pereson's 1924 novel of the same name, adapted by Bovua himself, Frederick Moreau and
Marie-Julie Mail, The Guardians is a purely feminist war film, although the war is not explicitly depicted, but rather hinted at. With its all-female leading cast, the director uses bright colors to illustrate how a purely agricultural society coped with one of the most devastating historical periods and how, at the same time, it has matured financially and changed
structurally. At the beginning of the 20th century, women began to step away from their roles. Hortens, portrayed by an impressive veteran Bayer, becomes the head of the family and makes all important decisions, especially when the honor of her family is threatened. Solange seems extremely progressive and even emancipated by the standards of the era.
Finally, Francine, portrayed by the mesmerizing newcomer Bray, a true cinematic revelation, shows the way to the future and how women will evolve in the absence of men. On the other hand, male characters are almost transparent; they play secondary roles in supporting women. Trying to heal their injuries, they begin to remember what they were before.
Beauvais follows a classic linear narrative that does not seem outdated, but rather makes the justice of the subject's greatness. Covering several periods and seasons set in the scenic frame of his regular cinematographer, Caroline Champetier, and paying great attention to detail, the film evokes some real emotions. The essence of this character-driven story
is an old-school, subtle drama that really gets under the skin, exposing the necessary emotional intimacy. Guardians is a restrained military drama, imperceptibly shrouded in the melodic score of the legendary composer Michel Legrand, which further enhances its sophistication, despite the severity of the subject. The Guardians is a French-Swiss penny
produced by Sylvie Pialat and Benoit Cuinnon (Les Films du Worso) with Rita Productions and France 3 Cin'ma, and was supported co-producer and is engaged in international sales. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) Page 618/09/2017 - TORONTO 2017: Denise Gamze Erguven follows the Mustang with a fictional account of civilians,
Thanks to Halle Berry and Daniel Craig, five years after the beating of Rodney King, and the bloody riots that rocked Los Angeles when the police who attacked him were acquitted, Turkish director Denise Gamze Erguven, now settling in France, became the latest in a long list of filmmakers to cling to this historic event. The result is a fictional story about a
family that has experienced a subsequent spiral of violence. According to director Mustang (see also: review of the film trailerinterview: Denise Gamze Erguvenfilm profile), in the U.S. there were two kings: Martin Luther King and Rodney King. Neither of these two public figures, however, is the direct focus of her second feature, which has just been unveiled
at the Toronto International Film Festival. Absolutely, the Kings see also: trailerfilm profile does not aspire to be Rodney King's biopic. The presence of the famous taxi driver, beaten by a squad of police because of the color of his skin, is felt in every conversation of the characters of the film, but we see and hear him (along the way) only on TV in the house of
Millie (Halle Berry) or her neighbor Obi (Daniel Craig). (The article continues below - Commercial Information) For his part, Erguven did not want to re-scene the lynching of Rodney King. However, the film begins with an image of another racially motivated crime that occurred at the time: the murder of Latasha Harlins, a 15-year-old girl shot dead by a South
Korean woman after trying to steal orange juice from her shop. Kings presents scrapbook snippets, often romantic, of the lives of members of this close-knit community both before and after the riots - from the secret passion between Halle Berry and Daniel Craig to the teenage love triangle. In the rhythm of Nick Cave and Warren Ellis, filmcomes form a
collage of anonymous victims of tragedy that allows us to testify about the madness of that period in real time. Kings was produced by CG Sinema, Scope Pictures, France 2 Cinema, Ad Vitam, Channel and Maven Pictures (USA). International sales are managed by Insiders and Wild Bunch. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) (translated
from Spanish) Page 718/09/2017 - TORONTO 2017: In its sophomore function, Peter Schnau Mist plays with a scientific narrative approach that, when perceived correctly, becomes extremely personal Danish director Peter Schnau Mist introduced himself in 2006 with his critically acclaimed debut, The Art of Crying (see also: Trailer Profile), which becomes
extremely personal its world premiere in Toronto. Over the past few years, Mist has been focusing on honing his technique, and now he's returning with his long-awaited sophomore effort, You Disappear (see also: trailerinterview: Peter Schnau Fogfilm Profile), which had its international premiere as a special presentation at the 42nd Toronto International
Film Festival. (Article continues below - Commercial information) Frederick (Nikolai Li Kaas), respected school principal and family member, is accused of embezzlement from the workplace. At the time of the crime, he was battling a neurological disease, not a brain tumor. In addition to the severity of the case, his illness affects his judgment, mood and
perception. The consequences are immediately obvious to his wife Mia (Trina Dyrholm) and their teenage son Niklas (Sofus Rionnov). In his defence, his lawyer, Bernard Bergmann (Michael Nyquist), will argue that Frederick's conduct was violated: he has no control over his decisions, so he cannot be prosecuted. As the trial unfolds, Mia will try to keep her
family together as she begins to crumble. Adapting Christian Jungers' critical and commercially successful novel You Disappear, Mist creates a film that is also based on his neurobiological research that forced him to follow an alternative path of storytelling. And so the original premise of the film's cohesive, emotional, medical courtroom drama turns into a
fact-driven, remote and slightly clinical study of what a person is, according to science. At least that's what it would seem to be on the surface, since the film is a real drama that lacks sentimental aspects or even moments of dry humor. With its perplexing, fragmentary narrative, edited by Morten Hojbjerg, Peter Winter and Olivia Neergaard-Holm, the story
travels through time with multiple flashbacks and voice-overs, and it is divided into almost autonomous segments that, when connected, mentally, become a personalized experience as the film is open to interpretation according to its own memories. This may seem unconventional to a part of the audience who may view it as a somewhat cold film, as the
director tries to follow a scientific point of view in his narrative by hiding important details; this creates illusory contours that allow each viewer to create a unique, segmented version of the story. But for this to succeed, the viewer must also be receptive to this experiment. With a top-tier Scandinavian cast, including the late Michael Nyqvist in one of his last
performances, the film has a rather unexpected delicate balance, being cynical and sensitive at the same time, and both distanced and surprisingly intimate, thanks to the compelling Dyrholm and Kaas. Fog offers another way of reading the facts of life, but it's this risky attempt, as if this fragmented procedure were not appropriate from the right point of view,
it can not be assessed. You Disappear is both an extremely accessible and demanding film, but it's a challenge to enjoy, as it's always preferable to dare to act and think out of the box rather than be predictable. You Disappear is a Danish-Swedish copycat by Louise West with Madeleine Ekman (Sentropa, Sweden) and Film i V'st, as well as with the support
of the Danish Film Institute, the Nordisk Film Foundation and TV Fond, the Swedish Film Institute and MEDIA. Danish outfit TrustNordisk deals with international sales. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) Page 818/09/2017 - With the TV industry boom, the former managing director of the Channel leads the team behind the new event at the
Lille Rochelle TV Fiction Festival (which took place from September 13-17) often takes on the role of platform for ads on French television at the beginning of the fall season. This year's edition of the festival was particularly notable due to the announcement that Rodolphe Belmer is to become president of the Mania series Of Lille Hauts de France Festival
(the first edition will run from April 27 to May 5). The current CEO of Eutelsat and former managing director of Canal, the management of Belmer only to strengthen the team behind the northern festival, chosen by the French government to become a major international event dedicated to television series originating from France. The event, which is due to
receive a budget of 5,000,000 pounds, has already played a major strategic role this summer, taking over the brand and key players of the Mania series, a Paris festival whose first eight editions have only seen it go from strength to strength. Along with a trip to Lille Lawrence Hersberg as Managing Director, Frederic Lavigne as artistic director, Jeffrey Bledfo
as production manager and Francesco Capurro, who will be in charge of the market. It is also worth noting that from 2 to 4 May 2018 there will be a forum for co-production of the Mania Lille Hauts-de-France series. An experienced team that will nevertheless face competition from the first edition of Canneseries, which will be held from 4 to 11 April 2018 at
the Croisette (at the same time as MIP TV) and whose artistic direction has been entrusted by Albin Levy, former Minister of Culture, and Fleur Pellerin, who will take over as president. (Article continues below - Commercial information) Strategic factor in the growth of French audiovisual programs in exports (read the annual survey from CNC and TV France
International here) with the superiority in 2016 from Dix for a cent (lit. ten percent), Versailles and Le Bureau des Legends (lit by Office Legends). Production of TV series is now thriving in France, and many filmmakers are now on two films at once. This is especially true for Arte, the Franco-German channel pays special attention to Thomas Cailley (Love for
the first fight (see. also: review of the film reviewtrailerinterview: Thomas Cailleyfilm profile), which is co-directed and set as co-director of AD Vitam, a 6x52 minute series featuring Ivan Attal as the main character, mixing sci-fi and detective genres (production. Once A Second Time by Guillaume Nicklu with Gaspar Ullel in the title role (production division)
Thanksgiving Day by Nicolas Saada (in collaboration with Anna-Louise Trevidic; Capa Drama) or the French adaptation of BeTipul (known as In Treatment in the USA), which is to be produced by the duo Olivier Nakace and Erika Toledano (Les Films du Poisson), as well as European co-production Il Miracolo (with Italian companies Wildside and Sky, coproduced by Kvash), Ierro (with Spanish companies Portocabo and Movistar) Eden (with the German company Lupa Film), as well as the second season of Occupied with Norway, as well as Ride Upon the Storm (read the news here) with Denmark. Ties with other European countries make up an important component of arte's DNA, which recently
announced in La Rochelle that it will be launching a fund in collaboration with SACD for French authors to write TV series with a European focus. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) (translated from French) Page 9 TORONTO 2017 Contemporary World Cinema By Carlota Mosegua 18/09/2017 - TORONTO 2017: A new comedy from Dutch
director Mike van Diem is a whimsical whimsical tale of the Italian roots of young Canadian Ksenia Solo and Hice Naber in Tulip, Love, Honor and BicycleThe Contemporary World Film section of the Toronto International Film Festival provided the occasion for the world premiere of a new comedy from Dutch director Mike van Diem. Tulipani: Love, Honor and
Bike See also: trailerfilm profile is a sweet and gentle medley of oral comments about the tree of a young Canadian woman named Anna (Ksenia Solo). Despite the fact that the film is firmly in a good comedy landscape, the adventures of our heroine begin after one of the saddest days of her life. Lying on her deathbed, Anna's mother makes a promise that
she will fulfill her last wishes - and deliver her ashes to the inhabitants of a remote Italian village. Anna goes on a journey from Montreal to Puglia, unaware that she is about to discover the identity of her father and the true story of his family. (Article continues below - Commercial Information) Set in the 1980s, the story came together through flashbacks
related to the performances of spontaneous storytellers who either offer new information or temper the exaggerations of their predecessors. is a hilarious, polyphonic polyphonic wrapped in a bundle of effervescent whims. Viewers will quickly realize that part of the narrative that leads Anna to Puglia is just an excuse to introduce a second story that gives the
film its name. As the name suggests, Van Diem's latest feature is actually the saga of the arrival of Father Anna Gauke (Gijs Naber) in the same village many years ago, narrated through four elements that sum up his life: the bike on which he arrived in Italy from Holland, his love for his mother Anna, the sprawling tulip fields that supported his export business
and the honor he showed in standing up for his love in a foreign country. Tulipani: Love, Honor and Bike is an ode to hope - a fable about those dreams that really come true. Tulipani: Love, Honor and Bike is a co-production of Fatt Productions and Draka Productions. International sales are processed by Atlas International Film GmbH. (Article continues
below - Commercial Information) (Translation from Spanish) Spanish) one step behind the seraphim netflix. one step behind the seraphim (2017) full movie online. one step behind the seraphim watch online. one step behind the seraphim online. one step behind the seraphim full movie. one step behind the seraphim movie. one step behind the seraphim
review. one step behind the seraphim (2017) download
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